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6. His in-    career was his life-long inability to estimate aright the
coMiaa°dgoi importance of sea-power and the resources of England.
the sea. j^e Revoiution had broken up the powerful navy of mon-
archic France and a new fleet could not be built in a year or
so. Napoleon thought in terms of land warfare: he con-
ceived of the English Channel merely as a broad river to be
crossed quickly by a gigantic army. Even his invasion
scheme of 1804 was chaotic; his preparations were badly
organised and his transports inadequate; not even the army
was ready for its crossing. The French navy was always
regarded as inferior and subordinate to the army, and
consequently ships and their equipment were neglected.
So long as the English fleet was intact, English trade could
not be destroyed. Napoleon also greatly underestimated
the financial strength and stability of " the nation of shop-
keepers/'
The Russian     Napoleon's alliance with Alexander could not last in-
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1812.	definitely. Russia found it almost impossible to suspend
all her trade with England, and a breach of the Continental
System was therefore inevitable. In 1812, in an attempt
to enforce his Continental System, Napoleon embarked on
his Russian campaign: an early winter and the policy of the
Russians in retiring before him and laying waste the country
as they went assisted Napoleon's defeat. He reached
Moscow, only to find it deserted and desolate: the retreat
was ordered: stragglers were cut off by the hostile population:
provisions ran short; the climate and disease took their toll
and the retreat became a rout. Napoleon set out with
about 680,000 men, but of these 500,000 were lost, together
with 150,000 army horses and about 1,000 guns: upwards of
100,000 of the French had been taken prisoners.1
The War of This was the signal for the general uprising of Europe.
Prussia, reorganised and fired with new spirit, declared war
in 1813; Wellington was invading France from Spain.
England came forward with renewed offers of subsidies, and
Castlereagh agreed to pay the allies £10,000,000 for the
military expenses of i8i4.2 Napoleon resisted valiantly
1 Camb. Mod. Hist., vol. ix., pp. 488 and 505.
a Morse-Stephens, RevoL Europe, p. 324,

